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                 Math                
                 Carl ordered $28 of pizza for dinner. About how much money does he need, rounded to the nearest ten?                Carl ordered $28 of pizza for dinner. About how much money does he need, rounded to the nearest ten?

                Rounding Whole Numbers Assignment 1) 2) 3) 4) 5)  Round the original number to each of the places listed in the chart. Carl ordered $28 of pizza for dinner. About how much money does he need, rounded to the nearest ten? 
 Marjorie collected 126 seashells when she went to the beach. 
 About how many did she collect, rounded to the nearest hundred? 
 1,245 jellyfish were washed up onto shore over a 2-week period. About how many jellyfish is this, rounded to the nearest thousand? 
 Someday, Mary would like to visit Anchorage, Alaska. From her home in Zionsville, PA, it is 4,377 miles to Anchorage. About how many miles is this, rounded to the nearest hundred?  35,621 54,392 159,095 90,891 39,739 9,654 12,455 Original Number Rounded to the  hundreds place Rounded to the  thousands place Rounded to the  tens place Rounded to the  ten thousands place 
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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